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Prosody and literacy: the relationship between children’s suprasegmental representations and reading skills Catherine Dickie University of Edinburgh Abstract One major theory of developmental dyslexia argues that the literacy difficulties seen in dyslexia are the result of impaired phonological representations. Previous work has suggested that adults with developmental dyslexia may not be impaired in the representation of phonological information which has no counterpart in written text, such as word stress in English (Dickie, Ota, & Clark 2007). This paper reports a pilot study which extends this work by investigating such suprasegmental representations in children aged 8-11. Children are tested on their ability to use strictly suprasegmental information to disambiguate between stress-based minimal pairs such as 'TOY factory (‘place where toys are manufactured’) and toy 'FACtory (‘model factory for children to play with’). Children are also tested on a segmental analogue of this task (based on segmental minimal pairs such as coat and goat). These are twoalternative forced-choice tasks, where pictures are displayed to represent both members of the minimal pair, and children must select the picture which corresponds to whichever member of the pair they hear. Performance on these segmental and suprasegmental minimal pairs tasks is then correlated with children’s reading performance, assessed by single word reading and passage comprehension tasks. It is predicted that children’s scores on the segmental minimal pair task will correlate most strongly with their single word decoding performance, while suprasegmental minimal pair performance will related more strongly to comprehension skills. Discussion of these results will be provided in relation to theories of impairments of phonological representations, especially in their implications for theories of reading disability. Keywords: prosody, literacy, suprasegmental representations, acquisition



Introduction From the point of view of phonology, a longstanding challenge in the field of literacy acquisition is how best to disentangle what children know about the sounds of spoken language from what they know about the conventions of written text. In the context of literacy impairment, this challenge becomes particularly pressing, since it is widely accepted that one key indicator of a phonological deficit in dyslexia is a deficit in phonemic segmentation (Snowling, 2000; Ramus, 2003; Wolf et al., 2002). However, there is a difficulty attached to using phonemic segmentation as an indicator of a specifically phonological deficit, since to at least some extent, phonemic categories can be built up around letter-like symbols based on alphabetic orthography: the tendency to conceive of the English word cat as consisting of three “sounds” (k, a, t) is supported or licensed by English speakers’ familiarity with the convention that this word is spelled with three letters, since from a strictly sound-based counting perspective this word could equally be broken into only two sounds (k, at) or as many as five (k, h, a, t, h). This means that it remains unclear whether an individual with dyslexia who performs poorly on a phonemic segmentation task has a genuinely phonological deficit, rather than a deficit either in their orthographic representations or, perhaps, in the integration of phonological and orthographic information. In Dickie et al. (2007) and Dickie (2009), a method was devised in order to keep orthographic knowledge separate from phonological knowledge in a series of phonology-related tasks. Specifically, it was observed that in English, although there are many segmental minimal pairs (pat, bat) there are also what may be termed non-segmental minimal pairs – pairs in which the minimal difference is stress, rather than any segmental property. These pairs include 'TOY factory (‘place where toys are manufactured’) and toy 'FACtory (‘model factory for children to play with’). What crucially distinguishes these suprasegmental minimal pairs from conventional segmental minimal pairs is that the difference is not indicated in the orthography (other examples include baby photographer, German teacher, steel warehouse). In other words, whereas the segmental difference between pat and bat could well be conceptualised as including the fact that these words are spelled differently ( ≠ ), no such recourse to spelling or



orthography can be made in the case of toy factory and other similar suprasegmental minimal pairs. The central question which was addressed by Dickie (2009) was whether individuals with developmental dyslexia would show a deficit in the processing of suprasegmental minimal pairs, analogous to their putative deficit in segmental minimal pairs. This question was intended to shed light on the issue of whether or not individuals with dyslexia show impaired phonological representations across the board – i.e., affecting their knowledge of phonological contrasts which are not represented orthographically, as well as their knowledge of phonological contrasts which do have an orthographic counterpart. It was shown in Dickie (2009) that adults with dyslexia do not show a deficit relative to non-dyslexic peers in the ability to distinguish between suprasegmental minimal pairs, and it was argued therefore that the phonological representations of individuals with dyslexia seem to be unimpaired when they do not involve an orthographic counterpart. The present study therefore takes this finding as the basis for a broader exploratory study into the abilities of younger children, from the perspective of investigating both (i) the extent of the children’s ability to process stress-based contrasts and how the segmental and suprasegmental abilities of younger children compare and also (ii) how these phonological skills are related to their reading skills. These two aims are now discussed further. The acquisition of stress-based contrasts There has already been some investigation of children’s acquisition of compound stress and phrasal stress. Vogel and Raimy (2002) investigated compound/phrasal stress in three age groups of children (aged approx. 5, 7, 9, and 12 years) and a group of adults. Their stimuli consisted of nine minimal pairs with a real compound interpretation (e.g. hotdog, greenhouse, etc) plus nine novel items which do not exist as compounds in English although they have transparent phrasal interpretations (e.g., wet screw, split board, wood cradle). Items with one or the other stress pattern were played to participants and they were required to select which of two pictures matched what they had heard. Several of the outcomes of Vogel and Raimy’s study are of importance in the present context. One is their finding that all the participant groups had a preference for assigning compound interpretations rather than phrasal interpretations. Secondly, they found a difference in participants’ response strategies depending on whether or not the compound word was familiar to the participant. If the participants did not know the compound word (either as a vocabulary limitation or because it was a novel compound invented for the purposes of the experiment), they tended to select the phrasal interpretation regardless of whether the stress pattern was compound or phrasal. However, when the item was known to the participant, there was a tendency to select the compound interpretation instead. The third important outcome of this study was the varying degrees of success with which the different age groups selected the correct interpretation for the two stress patterns: once unknown and novel compounds were removed from the analysis, the resulting accuracy rates were approximately around 60% for the 5, 7, and 9 year old groups, around 76% for the 12 year olds, and around 85% for the adults (based on the values shown in Vogel & Raimy’s Figure 7). Vogel and Raimy’s study therefore shows both that the difference between compound stress and phrasal stress is relatively lateacquired, and that the materials used in a task can have intriguing effects on participants’ performance. In the present study, the processing of stress-based minimal pairs will be investigated in conjunction with the processing of conventional segmental minimal pairs. Analogous tasks will be used (the selection of one of two pictures based on the auditory presentation of member of the minimal pair) to ensure that the difference between segmental and suprasegmental contrasts can be explored in its own right. The present study will also investigate stress-based minimal pairs which are not based on idiomatic compounds, namely minimal pairs such as toy factory, mentioned above. Whereas the representation of segmental minimal pairs is much more likely to be some kind of hybrid or amalgam of spoken-language and written-language information (Ehri, 1992; Treiman & Cassar, 1997; Olson, 2002), stress-based minimal pairs such as toy factory are an orthography-free phenomenon which provide the potential to establish children’s



representation of linguistic information which is entirely phonological in the sense of being entirely dependent on their processing of spoken language. Prosody and literacy Some valuable work has also been done, secondly, on the relationship between prosodic skills and literacy. Although in English very little prosodic information is represented orthographically (Halliday, 1985; Harris, 2000), some studies have indicated that readers’ knowledge of the prosodic aspects of words can nevertheless influence their reading processes. Of particular relevance for the present study is an article by Whalley and Hansen (2006), which investigated the relation between prosodic skills and literacy development in a group of typically developing 9 year old children. Prosodic skills were tested by means of three different tasks: an ABX task where participants heard the name of a film, such as Snow White, then had to state whether it matched with the nonsense sequence “DEE-dee” or “dee-DEE”; the receptive ‘Chunking’ subtask of the PEPS-C battery (Peppé & McCann 2003), where participants select pictures to match either a list of three nouns (chocolate, cake, and honey) or a list of two (chocolate-cake and honey); and a picture selection task where the children were required to differentiate between pairs such as high-chair and high chair. Whalley and Hansen found that performance on the ‘dee-dee’ task was most strongly related to measures of comprehension, and the combination of the other two tasks was most strongly related to word reading scores. It may be observed here that the finding that prosodic skills are in some way related to reading performance contributes to a bigger picture where good spoken language skills in general make for good written language skills. Muter et al. (2004) showed that morphosyntactic skills and vocabulary knowledge were significantly related to reading comprehension performance over and above phoneme awareness and letter knowledge (see also Muter and Snowling, 1998; Scarborough, 1990). As Gallagher et al. (2000) point out, “literacy skill must depend not only upon the phonological skills the child brings to the task of learning to read [i.e., segmental/phonemic skills], but also on their higher-level language abilities.” The present study therefore seeks to investigate the relationship which may hold between phonological (segmental and suprasegmental) skills and literacy (word reading and comprehension) skills. Method Participants Eleven children aged 9;4-10;3 were recruited from a local primary school. There were 5 males and 6 females. All children spoke Scottish English as their native language. Materials Each child took part in two phonology-related tasks and two reading tasks, as follows. The Segmental Minimal Pairs task consisted of 36 monosyllabic words with a CVC structure. Each word belonged to a minimal pair which contrasted either word-initially (e.g. bat/mat) or word-finally (e.g. back/bag). For each word, two pictures were provided, one representing the word itself, and the other representing its minimally different counterpart (e.g. for the word coat, there was a picture of a coat and a goat). The words were recorded by a female native speaker of Scottish English. The images were based on the Minimal Pair Discrimination with Pictures subtask of the PALPA (Kay et al., 1992). The Suprasegmental Minimal Pairs task consisted of 22 members of suprasegmental minimal pairs. Following the terminology of Dickie et al (2008), half of the items were of the ‘genuinely ambiguous’ type (they rely entirely on their stress pattern for disambiguation, e.g. toy factory); and half of the items were ‘idiomatic’, i.e. idiomatic compounds which can take a phrasal interpretation when produced with phrasal stress (e.g. hotdog, hot dog). The items were embedded in a carrier sentence, “This is what a _____ looks like” to ensure that the item was located sentence-medially, and to provide a neutral syntactic context which would require the stress pattern itself to be used for making the correct interpretation . Half the items were presented with compound stress, and half were presented with phrasal stress. Acoustic analysis demonstrated that the difference between compounds and phrases was made primarily through



pitch: the pitch peak of the stressed syllable in the first element of a compound (e.g. hot-) (mean 281.8 Hz, range 259.7-298.1Hz, sd 10.0) was higher than the pitch peak in the corresponding element of the phrase (mean 206.5Hz, range 189.9-219.7Hz, sd 8.8) (paired t(22) = 29.0, p < .001). Similarly the pitch peak of the stressed syllable in the second element of a compound (e.g. -dog) was lower in compounds (mean 208.7Hz, range 192.0-233.0, sd = 13.0) than in phrases (mean 270.0Hz, range 249.2-307.8, sd 15.0) (paired t(22) = 14.6, p < .001). As in the Segmental Minimal Pairs task, each item was paired with two pictures, one to represent the auditorily presented item, and one to represent its minimally different counterpart. Samples are shown in Figure 1 below. Figure 1. Samples of the visual materials (hot+dog is idiomatic; baby+photographer is ambiguous)



“This is what a hot_dog looks like.”



“This is what a baby photographer looks like.”



The Reading subtest of the Wide-Range Achievement Test (WRAT-3) (Wilkinson 1993) was administered as a measure of single-word decoding. This task consists of 42 single words are presented as a printed list, ranging from easy (e.g. book, tree) to more difficult (e.g. egregious, assuage). The Neale Analysis of Reading Ability (Revised British Edition) (Neale 1989) was administered to establish a score for reading comprehension. This task consists of a series of short story passages which the child reads aloud before answering questions about the contents of the story. The test allows for the scoring of reading rate, reading accuracy, and reading comprehension; for the purposes of this study, only reading comprehension scores are included. Procedure Each child was tested individually in a quiet room in their school. The administration of these tasks took approximately 20 minutes. Half the children took part in the reading tasks prior to the phonological tasks. Each child participated in the Segmental Minimal Pairs task before the Suprasegmental Minimal Pairs task, as it was envisaged that the suprasegmental task would be more difficult than the segmental task, and administering the tasks in this order allowed the children to familiarise themselves with the format of the task with easier items. Children were presented with a small certificate of participation as a token reward at the end of the session. Results Descriptive statistics for the four measures are shown in Table 1. A comparison of the children’s segmental and suprasegmental skills is presented first, followed by an examination of the relationship between these phonological skills and the literacy measures obtained. Table 1. Descriptive statistics. Note that d′ is used as an index of accuracy in the phonological tasks; see text for details mean range standard deviation Age (months) 108.5 112-113 9.93 Segmental Minimal Pairs accuracy (d′) 1.81 1.08-2.22 0.4 Suprasegmental Minimal Pairs accuracy (d′) 0.18 -0.33-0.78 0.3 WRAT Reading standard score 110.5 81-130 16.0 Neale Comprehension (reading age, in months) 113.9 81-156 21.6



Comparison of segmental and suprasegmental contrasts



Comparison of the children’s performance on the segmental and suprasegmental minimal pairs tasks showed that although accuracy in the segmental task was very high, accuracy in the suprasegmental task was much lower. Expressed as percentages, mean segmental accuracy was 88.9% (range 77.8-94.4%, sd 0.05), mean suprasegmental accuracy was 54.3% (range 40.971.4%, sd 0.10). However, since the experiment was of the form of a two-alternative forced choice task, it is preferable to discuss accuracy in terms of d′, an index of discrimination sensitivity (the participant’s ability to discriminate between the correct option from the incorrect option) (Macmillan & Creelman, 2005). It can be seen that although the children had high accuracy scores on the Segmental task, their performance on the Suprasegmental task was around chance levels (d′ scores close to 0 indicate that participants are unable to distinguish correct from incorrect options). Using d′ to measure accuracy, these 9-10 year old children’s accuracy was significantly higher in the Segmental task than the Suprasegmental task (t(10) = 9.96, p < .001). Closer examination of the children’s responses to the Suprasegmental task showed that accuracy in the ambiguous items (e.g. baby+photographer) (mean d′ -0.13, sd 0.5) was lower than accuracy in the idiomatic items (e.g. hot+dog) (mean d′ 0.46, sd 0.5) (t(10) = 3.02, p = .01). Using an index of response bias it was also possible to demonstrate that children showed different response strategies in the ambiguous items compared to the idiomatic items. Response bias can be quantified independently of discrimination sensitivity using c (criterion location) (Macmillan & Creelman, 2005); this measure quantifies the extent to which a participant shows a bias towards one particular response (e.g. in the present context, a preference for selecting the ‘compound’ interpretation or the ‘phrasal’ interpretation). Bias is indicated by whether values for c are positive or negative: in the present context, positive values for c indicate a bias towards selecting the compound interpretation while negative values indicate a bias towards the phrasal interpretation. Although the children’s c scores are close to zero in both types of item, their mean c score for the ambiguous items (0.10, sd 0.4) is higher than for the idiomatic items (.015, sd 0.4), t(10) = 2.487, p = 0.02. This indicates that there is a greater bias towards selecting compound interpretations rather than phrasal interpretations in the ambiguous items compared to the idiomatic items (where phrasal interpretations are favoured). However, inspection of the items in the Suprasegmental task indicates that some specific items were especially difficult for the children. Seven items were identified which did not elicit a correct response from more than 4 children (namely, mini+driver, origami+man, paper+boat, toy+factory, wood+chopper, gold+fish, and red+neck). These items were removed from the analysis to see whether the pattern of responses would change. The children’s accuracy on the segmental task was still higher than in the remaining suprasegmental items (mean d′ 0.79, sd 0.36); t(10) = 6.21, p < .001. In the remaining items, there was no difference between accuracy in the ambiguous items (mean d′ -0.64, sd = 0.4) and accuracy in the idiomatic items (mean d′ = 0.66, sd = 0.4); t(10) = 0.10, p = .919. In terms of response bias, however, there remains a stronger bias in the ambiguous items (mean c = 0.15, sd 0.4) towards selecting compound interpretations rather than phrasal interpretations, compared to the bias in the idiomatic items (mean c = -0.20, sd = 0.3); t(10) = 2.7, p = 0.01. Relationship between phonological and literacy skills No correlation was found between accuracy on the Segmental Minimal Pairs task and single word decoding skills as measured by the WRAT (r = -0.08, one-tailed p = 0.41). There was no correlation between accuracy on the Suprasegmental Minimal Pairs task and Neale reading comprehension (r = -.309, one-tailed p = .17). After excluding the seven more difficult items from the Suprasegmental task, however, a moderate negative correlation was found with Neale reading comprehension (r = -0.61, one-tailed p = .023). See Figure 2. The correlations between all the tasks are shown in Table 2 for information. Figure 2. Scatter plots showing relationship between phonological and reading skills
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Left to right: (a) Segmental Minimal Pair accuracy vs WRAT standard scores; (b) Suprasegmental Minimal Pair accuracy vs Neale reading comprehension; (c) Suprasegmental Minimal Pair accuracy with the most difficult items removed, vs Neale reading comprehension
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Table 2. Correlations between tasks Age Seg Min Supra Supra MinPair (difficult Pair MinPair items removed) .108 .246 -.143 -.085 -.090 .855** -.095 .608*



-.076 .034 .133 -.309 * p < .05, ** p < .01
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Discussion The children’s performance on the Segmental Minimal Pairs task indicates that, in the choice between an auditorily presented word and its minimally different segmental counterpart, children at this age are capable of assigning the correct interpretation. However, the children’s performance on the Suprasegmental Minimal Pairs task corroborated the existing finding that the distinction between compound and phrasal stress is late-acquired (Vogel & Raimy, 2002), with accuracy performance around chance levels for these 9-10 year old children. A response bias was observed in the Suprasegmental Minimal Pairs task, which took different manifestations in the ambiguous items compared to the idiomatic items. It was earlier reported by Vogel and Raimy (2002) that for unknown items participants tend to select phrasal rather than compound interpretations, and the reverse pattern for known items. Bearing in mind that Vogel and Raimy’s stimuli were all of the same sort as the idiomatic items in the present study, it is instructive to note that in the present results there was a greater bias towards selecting compound rather than phrasal interpretations in the ambiguous items (such as baby+photographer), and a greater bias towards selecting phrasal rather than compound interpretations in the idiomatic items (such as hot+dog). It is not clear why there is this difference between the treatment of idiomatic items between Vogel and Raimy’s participants (who showed a compound bias) and the participants in the present study (who showed a phrasal bias), especially since the phrasal bias persisted in the present study even when the most difficult items were removed, namely the items which are presumably less familiar or unfamiliar to the participants. If it is correct to associate a compound bias with familiarity, then it would appear that the interpretation of the ambiguous items is, if not familiar to the participants, at least relatively more accessible or computable than that of the idiomatic items. This may indicate that even though they do not always accurately map the stress pattern on to the pictured interpretation, the children in the present task may be relying more heavily on the stress pattern of the items they hear, rather than their existing lexical knowledge. Turning to the relationship between the children’s phonological and literacy skills, the results provided no support for the prediction that children’s accuracy on the Segmental Minimal Pair task would be related to their WRAT single word decoding accuracy. Performance on both tasks was generally high, but the children with weaker decoding accuracy did not appear to perform



with less accuracy on the segmental task. Furthermore, although there was a relationship between Neale reading comprehension and accuracy on the remaining items of the Suprasegmental Minimal Pairs task once the most difficult items were removed, it remains unclear why this correlation should have been negative (such that children with poorer accuracy on the Suprasegmental Minimal Pair task tended to have higher Neale comprehension scores). It could conceivably be argued that if the Suprasegmental Minimal Pairs task forces participants to rely fairly strictly on spoken-language-specific knowledge to associate the auditory stress patterns with the pictured interpretations, it may be testing spoken/phonology-related knowledge which is more or less irrelevant for the task of comprehending written text. However, this would not sit comfortably with the findings of, for instance, Whalley and Hansen (2006), who showed that performance on an apparently equivalently spoken-language-related task (matching the stress pattern of a phrase with the stress pattern of a string of nonsense syllables) was indeed related to reading comprehension. This would also not explain why the correlation is negative. Conclusion There remains a need to distinguish between language users’ knowledge of spoken language which is informed by their knowledge of written language conventions, and their knowledge which is independent of orthography, especially in the context of individuals who show literacy difficulties. However, although the Suprasegmental Minimal Pairs task described here has some utility for adult populations, the phonological phenomenon which it exploits may be too late acquired for easy applicability to child populations. This study also threw up some unexpected findings, in the lack of a relationship where one is predicted between children’s facility with segmental contrasts and their word decoding skills, and the negative correlation between suprasegmental contrasts and reading comprehension. Further research, primarily with a larger sample size, is required to establish the extent to which these findings generalise beyond the current sample. References Dickie, C. (2009). Exploring the nature of the phonological deficit in dyslexia: are phonological representations impaired? Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Linguistics and English Language, University of Edinburgh Dickie, C., Ota, M., & Clark, A. (2007). ‘The phonological deficit in developmental dyslexia: is there a suprasegmental component?’ In Trouvain, J and Barry, W (eds), Proceedings of the 16th International Congress of the Phonetic Sciences, pp 2037-2040 Gallagher, A., Frith, U., and Snowling, M.J. (2000). Precursors of literacy delay among children at genetic risk of dyslexia. Journal of Child Psychology and Psychiatry, 41: 203-213 Halliday, M.A.K. (1985). Spoken and Written Language. Oxford: Oxford University Press Harris, R. (2000). Rethinking Writing. London: Continuum Kay, J., Lesser, R., & Coltheart, M. (1992). PALPA: Psycholinguistic Assessments of Language Processing in Aphasia. Hove: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates Macmillan, N.A. and Creelman, C.D. (2005). Detection Theory: A User’s Guide (2nd ed). Lawrence Erlbaum Associates Muter, V. and Snowling, M.J. (1998). Concurrent and longitudinal predictors of reading: The role of metalinguistic and short-term memory skills. Reading Research Quarterly, 33: 320-337 Muter, V., Hulme, C., Snowling, M.J., and Stevenson, J. (2004). Phonemes, rimes, vocabulary, and grammatical skills as foundations of early reading development: Evidence from a longitudinal study. Developmental Psychology, 40: 665-681 Neale, M. (1989). Neale Analysis of Reading Ability: Revised British Edition. Windsor: NFER-Nelson Olson, D.R. (2002). What writing does to the mind. In E. Amsel and J.P. Byrnes (Eds.), Language, Literacy, and Cognitive Development: The Development and Consequences of Symbolic Communication. Lawrence Erlbaum Associates Ramus, F. (2003). Dyslexia: specific phonological deficit or general sensorimotor dysfunction?’ Current Opinion in Neurobiology, 13: 212-218 Scarborough, H.S. (1990). Very early language deficits in dyslexic children. Child Development, 61: 1728-1743 Snowling, M.J. (2000). Dyslexia (2nd edition). Oxford: Blackwell
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